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 Please see comments on following page 



Re:  Question # 14, parts (a) and (b). 
 
This reaction is an unusual reaction in that it can be correctly classified in two different ways  
(i.e., two fundamentally different basic types of reaction). 
 
1.) Oxidation-reduction:  involves transfer of electrons, thus results in changes in oxidation states 

This part I was expecting you to be able to work out – it is clearly redox, since you start with  
elemental hydrogen and end with hydrogen in compounds.  The hard part of this question is identifying 
the oxidizing agent and reducing agent, which is not as easy for this reaction as it is for many reactions. 
• Hydrogen changes oxidation state from (0) in H2(g) to (+I) in LiNH2 and (-I) in LiH. 
• One atom of H is oxidized (0  +I) & the other atom of H is reduced (0  -I). 
• No other elements change oxidation state during the reaction. 
• H2(g) is both the oxidizing agent (causes oxidation, thereby itself gains electron(s) & is reduced)      

               & the reducing agent (causes reduction, thereby itself loses electron(s) & is oxidized). 
• When two atoms of the same element in the same molecule trade electrons with each other, the 

phenomenon is called disproportionation (not a term we learned in this class). 
• Another example of disproportionation is a reaction we did see in class:  H2O2  H2O + ½ O2, where 

one atom of O(-I) in hydrogen peroxide is reduced to O(-II) in water and the other atom O(-I) is 
oxidized to O(0) in oxygen gas. 

 
2.) Acid-base:   involves transfer of protons (H+) 

I was not expecting you to notice this classification. 
• The N3- anion in Li3N takes H+ from H2 to form NH2-, leaving behind H- (what is left of H-H after H+ 

has been removed). 
• This NH2- reacts with another H2 (by removing a H+) to form NH2

-, leaving behind a second H-. 
• The H- anions formed end up as LiH, and the NH2- anions end up as LiNH2. 
• THUS:  the nitride anion acted as a base, while the hydrogen gas acted as an acid (unusual). 


